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Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g System-Monitoring Plug-In For IBM System Storage N series

Abstract
The Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid Control system-monitoring plug-in for IBM System
Storage N series provides complete availability, performance, and configuration information for
IBM N series storage systems. The IBM N series plug-in, released with the Oracle Enterprise
Manager Grid Control Release 2, provides an efficient way of managing applications that rely on
IBM N series storage systems and Oracle technologies with reduced cost and complexity.
Application administrators can now consolidate all of the monitoring information in the Grid
Control console, gather all the statistical data relevant to applications, and perform
comprehensive root cause analysis to diagnose problems. The plug-in provides advanced
monitoring and detailed configuration analysis for IBM N series storage systems, which in turn
helps storage administrators to deliver the right storage performance on end-user services and
better align their efforts with business requirements.
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Out-of-Box Availability and Performance Monitoring
The system-monitoring plug-in for IBM® System Storage™ N series automatically gathers a
comprehensive set of availability and performance metrics with predefined thresholds, providing alerts to
administrators. Information provided by the plug-in helps administrators to get quick solutions by finetuning thresholds according to their specific operational environment and service-level agreements
(SLAs). Some of the key performance indicator monitors included with plug-in are network file system
(NFS) statistics, size and usage of file systems, volumes, qtree information, and disk statistics.
In addition to real-time monitoring of performance metrics of IBM N series storage systems, Oracle® Grid
Control stores the monitoring information in the management repository. With this information,
administrators can analyze performance through various historical views and complete strategic tasks
such as trend analysis and reporting.

Figure 1. IBM N series storage availability report.

To further aid administrators with critical tasks such as problem diagnosis, trend analysis and capacity
planning, the system-monitoring plug-in for IBM N series storage systems includes various out-of-the-box
reports, such as availability, performance, and traffic and configuration. These reports can be used to
summarize the information about IBM N series storage systems. Administrators can use these reports,
which are accessible from the IBM N series storage system home page in the Grid Control console, to
schedule, share, and customize reports to fit with operations requirements.
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Powerful Monitoring and Event Management
Features for IBM N series Storage Systems
The plug-in for IBM N series storage systems provides a powerful
monitoring and event management interface, thereby delivering a
robust solution through automation, standardization, and a
“manage-many-as-one” approach.
The key features of the plug-in include:










Blackout periods. Administrators can prevent
unnecessary alerts being raised during scheduled
maintenance operations, such as hardware upgrades.
Monitoring templates. These templates simplify the task
of standardizing monitoring settings across the entire IBM
N series storage environment by allowing administrators to
specify the monitoring settings (metrics, thresholds, metric
collection schedules, and corrective actions) once and
applying them to any number of IBM N series storage
systems.
User-defined metrics. These allow administrators to
collect and monitor parameters specific to their
applications.
Notifications. This feature defines when and how
administrators should be notified about critical problems
with their applications, ensuring quicker problem
resolution.
Corrective actions. These ensure that routine responses
to alerts are automatically executed, thereby saving
administrators time and ensuring problems are dealt with
before they noticeably impact users.

System-Monitoring Plug-In for
IBM System Storage N series

 Out-of-box availability and
performance monitoring
 Detailed configuration
statistics for analysis
 Reports for problem
diagnosis, trend analysis, and
capacity planning
 Monitoring and event
management features:
 Blackouts
 Corrective actions
 Notifications
 User-defined metrics
 Monitoring templates
Benefits:

 Efficiently manages
applications that run on IBM N
series storage
 Reduces cost and complexity
of managing IBM N series
storage
 Improves user
responsiveness
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Tracking Configuration Changes
The most difficult task for an administrator is to keep
track of configuration changes on a daily basis. Being
able to quickly view details of the system configuration,
analyze historical changes, and enforce standardization
between systems is key to obtaining useful diagnostics,
auditing, compliance, and making solid business
decisions.
The system-monitoring plug-in for IBM N series storage
systems simplifies these tasks by automatically
collecting detailed information about IBM N series
storage, including: control station details, data movers,
disk groups, and disk device configuration. This
information is collected daily (or as frequently as
required) and stored in the management repository. In
addition, Grid Control automatically tracks all changes to
the IBM N series storage configuration, helping
administrators track configuration changes with details
about what changed, who is responsible for the change,
and when the change was made.

Centralized Monitoring
Information in Single
Console
Having a consolidated view of the IBM N series storage
system through the Oracle Enterprise Grid Control with
plug-in helps administrators monitor and manage all of
their data center components from a central place.
Implementing Oracle Enterprise Manager in a data
center environment reduces the total cost of ownership
by eliminating the need for different tools to gather the
critical information about data center components, thus
streamlining the correlation of availability and
performance problems across the entire set of data
center components.

System-Monitoring Plug-In for IBM N
series Storage Systems

The system-monitoring plug-in for IBM N
series storage systems is integrated with
the following Oracle management
applications:
 Management packs for database and
applications
 Tuning pack
 Diagnostics pack
 Configuration pack
 Change management pack
 Management packs for application
server
 Configuration pack
 Diagnostics pack
 Standalone management packs
 Service-level management pack
 Configuration management pack for
systems other than Oracle
 Provisioning pack
 Management plug-ins
 System-monitoring plug-in for hosts
 System-monitoring plug-in for
databases other than Oracle
 System-monitoring plug-in for
middleware other than Oracle
 System-monitoring plug-in for network
devices
 System-monitoring plug-in for storage
management
Detailed information about these products
is located at www.oracle.com/em.
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Easy Diagnosis and Service-Level Management
Oracle Grid Control’s service-level management functionality provides a comprehensive monitoring
solution that helps organizations achieve high availability and performance and optimize service levels for
their business services. Administrators can monitor services from the user’s perspective by using service
tests or synthetic transactions, modeling relationships between services and underlying data center
components, performing root cause analysis of service failures and reporting on achieved service levels.

Figure 2. IBM N series storage availability report.

Summary
The system-monitoring plug-in for IBM N series storage extends Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control
to add support for managing IBM N series storage systems. By deploying the plug-in in your Grid Control
environment, you will gain the following management features for IBM N series storage systems:






Comprehensive availability and performance monitoring
Detailed storage information about storage capacity, volumes, and qtree usage
Configuration information about volumes, qtrees, and RAID groups
Alerts and violations based on thresholds set on monitoring data
NFS statistics for IBM N series storage systems, disk statistics, and access to IBM System
Storage N series with FilerView® a browser-based storage sub-system management tool.
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Trademarks and Special Notices
© International Business Machines 1994-2007. IBM, the IBM logo, System Storage, and other referenced
IBM products and services are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines
Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both. All rights reserved
References in this document to IBM products or services do not imply that IBM intends to make them
available in every country.
Network Appliance, the Network Appliance logo and FilerView are trademarks or registered trademarks of
Network Appliance, Inc., in the U.S. and other countries.
Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.
Information is provided "AS IS" without warranty of any kind.
All customer examples described are presented as illustrations of how those customers have used IBM
products and the results they may have achieved. Actual environmental costs and performance
characteristics may vary by customer.
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from a supplier of these products, published
announcement material, or other publicly available sources and does not constitute an endorsement of
such products by IBM. Sources for non-IBM list prices and performance numbers are taken from publicly
available information, including vendor announcements and vendor worldwide homepages. IBM has not
tested these products and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, capability, or any other claims
related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capability of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
supplier of those products.
Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in
any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part
of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
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